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who donated so much loving creativity, encouragement,
patience and work to this book who lit a fire under my ass to
get it finished, as well as Anne, Malcom, and Martina who
contributed their creative talents and help. Thanks also to
Harry DeWulf for his professional and constructive guidance.
Above all, I thank the pilgrims I met along the Camino.
Ordinary people in an extraordinary journey who become
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A good traveller has no fixed plans
and is not intent on arriving.
Lao Tzu

PAMPLONA

Jane stood in a palace without a king. Old, big and
cold. Over 140,000 steps had passed under her dusty
boot soles in seven long days tramping the Route
Napoleon, the pilgrim Camino across northern
Spain. Here in Pamplona, her journey was not yet
over. Far from it. She walked alone. She felt alone. It
had to be that way. It was the only way.
Disinfectant tinged the air and blended with the
smell of charcoaled toast from the Burn It Yourself
kitchen. With only a cup of fennel tea in her belly,
she shivered from the cold air inside the thick walls
of the albergue. She wondered briefly whether the
palace had been the home of a king, prince or
wealthy merchant, long departed for the shores of
paradise.
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Beady cunning eyes followed her. The eyes of an
unknown cardinal in a red gown and skull cap.
White lace cuffs almost shrouded his podgy hands.
He sat comfortably in a dark oil painting inside a
thick, gold frame as if he owned it. It hung above a
huge yawning granite fireplace, its inside big enough
to park a pocket Bentley. The cardinal’s sensual, fat
lips were pursed and suited a Playboy cover more
than a noble portrait. He might even have died as a
pilgrim on the Camino, Jane thought. Fast Track to
heaven. In ancient times, pilgrims who died along the
Way of Saint James were considered martyrs. The
thought of martyrdom saddened her blue eyes. She
thought of her mission. A self-imposed mission that
had brought her to the Camino to repay a debt. A
debt of guilt. Her debt, her payment, no credit
given.
‘Are you thinking I will deflower my wife or
something? Hah!' A gruff male voice echoed up in
the high ceiling and dragged Jane back to the
present in the once noble hall. He resembled a huge
Viking, but without a Viking helmet. Nevertheless,
to Jane, his appearance topped with a bull neck
looked big and threatening.
'Hah!’ His wife barked, as moral support, or
perhaps vocal backing.
'Hah!' he confirmed in an accent from somewhere
in the Scandi-Teutonic regions. 'Hah!' he again
addressed the rough, square hole in a modern,
plastic partition that both divided and desecrated
the hall.
'Sexual intercourse with anyone in our albergue is
forbidden.' A severe female voice scolded from the
other side of the hole.
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Jane got the impression that a ventriloquist
wagging a finger was behind the partition,
delivering the statutes of a grey headed committee
living in the past. Below the square hole, adhesive
letters announced it to be the ‘RECEP ON’. The
partition violated the elegance of an era when only
the feet of the well shod, had trodden the marble
floor. Now it was an albergue without toilet paper in
old Pamplona; its floor trampled by hiking boots
dumping the dust of the Camino.
'Men in the men's dormitories. Women in the
women's dormitories. That is the rule.'
The man turned ponderously. His ice blue eyes
focused on Jane. 'Did you stay in a women's
dormitory?' he quizzed imperiously.
'Factually, nobody was snoring, so I believe I did,'
Jane addressed his cave like nostrils. Her long, thick
red hair fighting for space, flipped left and right
over her shoulders. Skin round her eyes crinkled
slightly as she smiled sweetly at the Viking. She
raised her eyebrows, shrugging slightly to show
helplessness. 'That is the Camino, I suppose,' she
flashed another smile that she didn't feel. The man
disregarded her answer and turned his back, leaving
her looking at a scallop shell tied to his backpack the
size of a covered wagon. They marched out, their
white plastic scallop shells swinging like pendulums
on their backpacks.
Jane’s stomach grumbled for attention pulling her
back to reality. She had missed breakfast by trying to
sleep longer on a metal bunk that squealed like tram
wheels when she moved. She had waited till the
communal bathroom emptied. Now her stomach sent
an acid Taser prod to remind her that air alone
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wasn't enough to live on. She hoisted her backpack
in her left hand and shrugged one of the straps over
her left shoulder like a rifle sling. I need breakfast
before re-joining the Camino or I’ll faint with no gallant
arms to catch me, she thought.
She neared the rough-edged hole that looked like
it had been made by a drunk with an axe. The voice
gained a face. Hatchet features, pale, untouched by
sun or make up. Her eyes cast a look as sharp as a
harpoon at Jane's shorts, that looked too good on
Jane to be wasted on a clothes hanger.
'Goodbye,' Jane smiled with a little wave.
'Buen Camino.' The face wished unconvincingly.
I’ll stay at the friendlier private albergues in future,
Jane decided and headed for the tall double doors to
the street.
* * *
Her nostrils clamped as she plunged into a nicotine
cloud, puffed out by the giggling staff standing in a
circle by the front steps.
What’s this! A smokers’ reunion? Jane almost
quizzed, but buttoned her lip. She knew she had a
quick tongue that had earned more enemies than
friends in the last school where she taught for an
unhappy year. She held her peace and looked up at
the sun cresting over the red and white tiles of
Pamplona roofs warming her face. An oil painting
begging to be spread across canvas, she thought, and
suddenly missed the smell of her oil paints. Her
shadow rippled ahead over coloured cobbles that
she could not feel through her thick soled boots.
Follow your shadow, she thought. Then you head west.
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Follow the shadows of the Camino.
Cars punching music from open windows
squeezed by, wing mirrors a centimetre from batting
her hip. The smell of coffee was a wild bouquet of
roasts swirling with the aroma of freshly baked
bread. Her ears filled with chatter from doorways of
shops and bars, followed by answers shouted from
across the street. A few kids in an alley booted a
half-deflated ball about, its bounce long kicked out
of it. A scruffy little dog sprang about as piggy in
the middle, snapping in vain as the ball passed over
its head. Bikes whizzed blindly by while car horns
warned people to move. Someone whistled. A
compliment for her? She smiled, but not enough to
encourage. She crossed Calle de la Estafeta and
recalled the long street was the most dangerous
place in Pamplona during the Festival of the
Running Bulls. Little chance to avoid a bull horn up
the behind. She recalled a man who stopped to face
the stampede with his camera. He survived to pay
his hospital bills on top of the court fines.
Her thick red hair fanned around her shoulders as
she turned full circle in Plaza del Castillo. It was the
old exercising place of the castle troops and linked
the old town to the new. A favourite meeting place
for all, including transiting pilgrims enjoying a
change from the pilgrim menus in the albergues.
Jane took in the scenes around the plaza. She
smiled at a brown corgi watering the base of one of a
row of grey plane trees that bordered the square.
Clusters of green burst from their gnarled branches
bringing in fresh colours to the city. A stone
bandstand, its cupola supported by a ring of ionic
pillars, stood silent as a tomb. Behind it, an island of
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old men debated something long past and important
only to them. Younger Pamplonians in hostess skirts
or razor creased pants hurried by, arms stretched
forward carrying café-con-leche-to-go.
Jane turned in a circle again, her eyes like radar.
There were no vacant seats outside the cafés lining
the square. Pilgrims in jackets of all hues tanked up
on café con leche and tapas. Some chatted into palm
size screens. Some laughed together. Jane did not
feel she was one of them. Her backpack was not the
only baggage she was carrying. Her eye roved over
them. Like Jane, they would soon hit the trail. The
trail, that's what Jane called the 500-mile-long
Camino. The ancient pilgrim Way of Saint James, a
saint whose life ended without a happy end or head.
First she needed breakfast. Breakfast! The word
alone made her mouth water. She looked for an
empty chair. Waiters in black waistcoats quickstepped elegantly between swollen backpacks and
tables, dealing breakfast platters with the dexterity
of croupiers. Jane sighed. No vacant chairs and her
tummy grumbled that its patience was exhausted.
You should have risen a bit earlier, Jane, she wagged
an invisible finger in her own face. Then you'd have
been in time for the albergue's tostada con mermelada,
her Knowing-everything-better-voice said.
Jane pressed her stomach to suppress the noise
and the hunger. It did neither. CAFÉ IRUÑA blazed
in giant black letters across white awnings like a
circus tent, readable from the far end of the plaza.
Her booted feet thudded rapidly towards the
palace of food. She did not feel the eyes following
her.
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* * *
She almost greeted the plastic life size granny in
blue pinafore at the door, wearing sparkling lenses
of real spectacles. Inside, a good humoured babylon
of languages filled her ears and heart. She admired
the ceiling high mirrors that visually doubled the
number of glowing chandeliers between dark
wooden pillars. Her heart hopped. A table! A table at
a high window overlooking the plaza was free. She
almost ran across the café and plumped herself
down, suppressing a triumphant grin, like a winner
of musical chairs. She relaxed with her back to the
window facing a large plasma screen on the rear
wall opposite. The newscaster's eyes were intense.
His lips enunciated rapidly and mutely. Sound was
reserved for football matches, so today it was vision
only. An extravagantly dressed girl posed at the long
gleaming copper bar expecting to be snapped by a
talent spotter. Nobody looked. The Camino is not a
fashion show.
A good-looking waiter in well-fitting black pants
and shirt, modelling a short, wine red apron,
approached with a cocky walk. He had a friendly
smile that actually seemed genuine, so Jane returned
it warmly.
'Buenos Dias, Señora.' He dragged a cloth across
the table and dealt her a menu card. She flipped it
open and asked without reading, 'Do you have
natural muesli?'
'Sí, Señora.'
'Muesli, a yogurt, and a cup of hot water and a
bottle of still water, please,’ Jane slumped back in
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her seat. She was a week into her pilgrimage that
had started in Saint Jean Pied de Port on the French
border. Seven days walking through mountains and
forest in the same clothes and the same routine;
walk, eat, sleep, walk, eat, sleep left her feeling
grubby and sticky. Pamplona was worth a two-day
rest and the purchase of extra underwear.
Breakfast arrived. She stirred a few teasel drops
into her glass of hot water and sipped slowly. Her
hand reached into the net side pocket of her
backpack and pulled out a red plastic wallet. She
plucked out a number of photos and postcards. A
young woman smiling from the photos stabbed Jane
in the heart. Her eyes lost focus as she riffled
through the pictures of earlier times.

* * *
A shadow darkened the table. Jane looked up. A
tanned face that hadn't felt a razor for days, blinked
down at her through red rimmed eyes. Has he been
crying?
'These seats free?' he asked, dumping his backpack
on one of them before she could reply.
'In fact, they are,' she smiled. 'Only the food costs
money,' the corners of her mouth bent up some more
at his bright orange jeans and poison green rain
jacket. It's true that colour blindness affects only men,
she thought.
'That's a fact, is it?' He spoke with a faint Irish lilt.
'Please be my guest,' she said packing the photos
away and sipped her tea.
'What yer taking? Recreation drugs?' His teeth
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flashed between his lips.
‘Teasel root tincture. I make it myself from wild
plants.'
'Interesting, as long as you don't poison y'self.'
'I know the dangerous plants very well, thank you.
Factually teasel helps ease aching muscles and fights
Lyme disease.'
'Lyme disease! Well, that's a thing!’ He
pronounced it ting.
'From tick bites.' Jane stirred her tea.
'Friggin' ticks! I didn't know that.'
'Depends on your background, I imagine,' she said
and sipped delicately from her cup.
'Is that right?' He reddened. It sounded like
“roight”. 'Well, let me tell you, that I may not know
plants, but I do happen to know other things.'
'Is that a fact?' an eyebrow arched. A hint of a
smile curved the corners of her mouth. 'Things? Such
as?'
'Well, when I hear the William Tell Overture, I
don't think a friggin' Lone Ranger film is about to
start.'
A stab of guilt stopped her. 'Sorry, she smiled,
albeit a little weakly. 'Just a little slip of the tongue,
so to say,' she sipped from her cup again.
'Is that right?' he looked around the café as if
sizing up the public.
She put down her cup. Light reflected off a silver
metal badge of Mercury pinned to the top flap of his
backpack. It reminded her vaguely of some courier
company, but she wasn’t sure.
'I don't believe in dosin' myself with bits o'
flowers an' things,' he nodded at her cup. 'Hot tea or
cold beer do f'me,' he slumped deeper into the chair,
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legs spread out like a starfish. He beckoned to a
waiter like a servant and took in the lounge salon.
'This is how I imagine the lounge of the Titanic
looked.'
Jane scanned the restaurant. 'I don't recognise
anything particularly nautical.'
'But, without the sinkin' feelin'.' Crow’s feet
crinkled round his blue eyes.
'Is that your taste in humour?'
'It is,' he nodded keeping up his teeth flashing act.
‘The risk of icebergs at this latitude is, to say the
least, factually remote. I think you're safe here.' She
looked at her map. Her long red hair partly
curtained her face.
'Hemingway drank here,' he said and looked
around nodding in approval.
'True. As a matter of fact, this building also
housed a casino when it was built. He probably lost
his money here, too.'
'Sure. A casino's a place where y’get nothin'
f'something.'
‘A fool's hobby,' she sniffed and returned to her
map and marked a location. She was conscious of the
blue eyes watching.
'Would you be one of these pilgrim people then?'
He nodded at her backpack on the seat next to her.
She looked up. 'Except for the waiter, I expect
everyone here is a pilgrim.'
'Bunch of lemmin's.' He took the menu and shook
his head.
'Why do you say that?'
'Because it's a sort of fashion thing that everyone
does.'
'For many it's a serious undertaking,' her voice
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was tinged with irritation.
'Spanish!' He let the menu fall on the table.
'We are in Spain,' she looked at him from the
corner of her eye and marked her map.
'Is that a fact? He sneered. 'I'd be after a tourist
menu in English.' He clamped his jaw and looked
tough.
'A tourist menu?' she cocked an eyebrow. 'On the
Camino? Maybe an illuminated document in Latin
would be more appropriate.' Her smile was getting
weaker by the minute. Machos were never her type,
genuine or posers.
'I came in here to eat not translate,' he scowled.
Foolish oaf! Jane thought and went back to her
map.
'This is double Dutch t'me!' He waved his hand
over the page. He turned, scratched his bearded chin
and looked for the waiter.
'Dutch and double, too? I thought you just said it
was Spanish!' She reached and twisted the menu
over. 'English is on the back, or would you prefer
one with pictures?' she said. Only her mouth smiled.
'I assume you’re an exception to your so-called
pilgrim lemmings?' Her gaze flitted over his
uncombed hair and few days’ bristle. She spotted a
few grey tufts sprouting among his side whiskers.
'I'm not here just to toddle along dreamin' of
miracles that'll never friggin’ happen.'
'Is that a fact?' Her polite smile morphed into a
frozen mask, making her face ache to maintain it.
Oaf! she thought.
'I've been here over two friggin’ weeks,' Mr Oaf
continued. 'Walked from France. Hung around here
almost a week. Flyin' back this afternoon, thank
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Jasus.' He scratched his hair and wrinkled his nose
as if he didn't approve of the menu. Over his
shoulder, a row of miniature suns glittered across
the large plasma screen predicting a continuance of
the hot weather. The waiter arrived with a smile that
outshone the beaming TV suns.
'Omelette,' Mr Oaf muttered. 'Coffee. Black.'
'Por favor,' Jane’s manners compensated the
friendly waiter on the stubbled oaf's behalf. 'And
what exactly makes you the exception to these
’lemmings’?' She raised an eyebrow. Why on earth am
I even asking him this? Her brow furrowed.
'I'm here to work, not walk.' His teeth shone
between grinning lips creasing his stubble. 'I'm a
sort of journalist.'
'Sort of?'
'No trainin' but I can read an' write and take
photos, so,' he shrugged. 'Not much to it.'
'No qualifications for it?'
'I can friggin' lie, which is enough for popular
journalism.'
'Hemingway was a journalist. You're following in
great footsteps, if that's any consolation.'
'Yeah, I know. He felt he had made Pamplona
famous with 'The Sun Also Rises' but ended up
bitchin’ about the tourists he’d attracted.' He
shrugged. 'Not much chance of me doin' such a
masterpiece along the Way of Saint James,' he said.
'Hemingway didn' work for a tweed jacket,
dominated by his owner mother, who resembles their
horse photos.'
'Working on the Camino sounds great. I'd have
thought your colleagues would have simply killed
for it.'
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'Not in our magazine. It's a sport magazine. The
editor thinks he can increase readership. That shows
he hasn’t a clue or has a great sense of humour'. He
yawned.
'Tired?'
'More than tired. I'm knackered. Someone in the
albergue sounded like a chainsaw. I lay awake all
bloody night thinkin' of ways to stop him.'
'Did you think of any?'
'I did. An all of 'em fatal.'
She smiled imperceptibly and relaxed. The waiter
slid a sunny omelette before the Oaf. He nodded
thanks and ripped into the meal like a lion over a
carcass.
Jane elegantly drank her tea, placing her cup on
its saucer after every sip. 'Are you eating that or
punishing it?'
'I'm friggin' starvin'!' he addressed the plate.
'Does being a journalist mean one can't be a
pilgrim?'
'No. But my editor wants me to troll along the trail
and interview pilgrims. I walked from the French
border and hung around here interviewin' people. I
don't fancy trampin' all day long an' sleepin' in
albergues. Had enough of the dormitory shit when I
was a kid.'
'Boarding school?'
'Hah!' he pointed a finger like a pistol. ‘You're
givin' y'background away there,' he scoffed. 'Not
f ’me. A friggin' home it was.'
'A home?'
He flapped his hand. 'Forget it,' he reddened. ‘My
schoolin’ comes from the past. Past experiences.
Past. That’s the name of my school. If I decide about
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anything, I refer to my past. It’s always there,
unchangeable. The past is my bible.’
A home? Problem boy? Criminal? Orphan? He does
seem rather radical, she thought.
He opened his wallet. His thumb and index finger
pecked inside and pulled out two SSD flash cards
and lay them on Jane's Camino map. 'Articles,
interviews, photos, everythin. All on these little
beauties. Mission Senseless accomplished!' a grin
slashed his face.
‘Now I'm flyin' from here to
Majorca for a week, to see my kids without their
mother knowin'.'
'Why shouldn’t she know?’
‘Forget it. Too complicated.’
'Does your editor know you’re sneaking off?'
'I'm not friggin’ sneakin' off. He allocated five
weeks and I've sewn it up in two. Got enough
material on those two cards for ten magazines. Why
bother with more?' He shovelled a piece of omelette
down his throat and reminded Jane of a furnace
stoker shovelling coal.
Jane shrugged. 'I'd love to hear what different
people had to say about the Camino.'
'Bah. I've had enough of interviewin' people all
followin' yellow arrows splodged on trees! Followin'
graffiti!' He harpooned a piece of omelette and
swallowed. It reminded Jane of her tortoise at home
swallowing food whole.
'I rather think the spirit of the Camino has escaped
you.'
'Huh. I read a blog where a guy wrote the Camino
sucks. He's right.'
'The Camino is part of the planet. If it sucks it
stops us falling off, doesn't it?' she smiled sweetly.
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'Be positive. I’m Jane, by the way. Jane Downer,' she
offered her hand. He nodded and forked more food
into his mouth. Jane felt her cheeks flush. She
withdrew her hand, lips pressed together in a hard,
straight line. Oaf!
He sensed her irritation. 'I'm Daniel Brady,' his
fork clattered on the plate. His hand shot toward her
like a karate jab. 'Pleased t'meetcha, Jane Downer,'
Jane brushed his paw with a light shake. I like Irish
people, but this guy has no Irish charm at all. His eyes
held hers like a gunman at a showdown. He polished
his mouth with a napkin as if it was an oil rag. He
sighed loudly and dumped it on the empty plate.
'Aaah!' He sighed. 'Now I feel fit again.'
'Fit,' she tried to find some common ground. This
could be it. 'Fit is a word I hear a lot. Did you train
to get fit for the Camino?'
'Of course! I went to a different pub every night.'
'Then all men in Britain must be very fit,' she
returned to her map. The man called Dan Brady
gazed through the window intently, as if mentally
counting the pilgrims outside.
Suddenly, they rose en mass, as if someone fired a
start pistol. Looping arms through backpack straps,
they pulled on floppy hats, pocketed phones, and set
off. Backs to the sun, shadows pointing west. Some
had sticks and stabbed the stone paving like skiers
well off piste and many carried a scallop shell, the
Camino symbol, flapping from their backpacks.
Viewed from behind, the tall packs of the pilgrims
concealed everything except their legs.
'They look like a mob of SpongeBobs on the
march,' Dan Brady scoffed.
'They're good people doing something they believe
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in. In fact, I shall join them myself.' She closed her
map.
'I'd relax until the rest of the lemmin's thin out
along the trail.'
'Are you insinuating that I'm a lemming?' her eyes
shot sparks. 'I suppose you think everyone here is a
lemming?' Her breast rose and sank from her sudden
heavy breathing.
'Walking the Camino’s the “in” thing. The latest
tra-la-la,' he smirked.
Her livid glare could have ignited gasoline. ‘Mr
Brady. I’m not walking the Camino because it's my
latest tra-la-la!’ Tears shot to her eyes.
’Sorry, but…’
‘Sorry nothing!’ she cuffed her eyes. ’The word
sorry is a tactical word to avoid changing one’s
ways! One hears it all the time; sorry I’m late, sorry I
lost it, sorry I ruined your dress, sorry I fouled,
sorry our government overspent, sorry we started a
war, sorry…’ she stopped, her mouth hung open. She
sat back and stared into space. ‘A placebo, nothing
more!’
‘Oh oh.’ He made worried face. ‘Quite a friggin’
speech.’
‘Factually, pilgrims have walked the Camino for
over a thousand years! Before them it was an
important route for the ancient Celts.'
'Ok, so you’re not a friggin’ lemmin’. Maybe
y’hopin' to find yerself a boyfriend,' he leaned back
as if he had not listened to a word she said. His
grinning head hung patronisingly lopsided.
'How dare you!' She felt her cheeks flush.
'Then why are you alone?' he grinned, eyes
flickered about her face.
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'I have personal reasons for my Camino.'
'Which are?'
'Which are,' she paused. 'Which are none of your
business! I am with two friends who are escorting
me.' She pulled her hair through a bobble band into
a ponytail.
'Escort? Are you expectin' bandits?’ his teeth
contrasted with his tan.
'They carry some of my heavier gear.'
'Oh! You employ carriers!' he grinned. 'Very
colonial. Camino Lite,' he said.
A bunch of kids bounced across the plasma screen
dancing to a muted song that required much crotch
and ass rotation. Nobody watched nor cared for
moving wallpaper.
'We have a reason, we're on a...' she stopped
herself.
'Whatever,' he flapped a hand. 'I just want to meet
my deadline, so I can keep my friggin' job and see
my kids again. I need to keep it, so I've interviewed
people who quit their jobs, been fired, charity walks,
divorced, widowed, or want to get away from
things, or they can only pay the electric bill by
gettin' laid. Some for religious grounds, or to have
fun, and maybe get their leg over. So, what's your
angle?'
'Certainly not to get, er, that, leg over sort of
thing…' her face flushed red. 'It's private.'
'If I walked the whole Camino, I'd want to break a
walking record. I wouldn't want to be held back by
anyone in a group.'
'Oh! A little race?' she raised an eyebrow. 'The old
gung ho, up an' at 'em type, are we?'
'Only when my testosterone tank's full.' His teeth
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flashed at his own wit.
Jane rolled her eyes. 'Let me guess. You're Mr Iron
man himself,' her face full of false pity.
His face drained of humour. 'Mr Afghanistanman.'
'Oh! Shoot a kid a day and keep peace away.' She
immediately regretted saying it.
'That's way below the fuckin' belt, Ms Downer!'
His fist thudded on the table. The table cruet
jumped. Jane blinked. Her heart hammered and took
away her breath.
'Bit touchy, aren't you?'
His nostrils flared. His words shot like tracers. 'I
spent my time playin' rugby for the army and filmin'
action since 2001. I killed only blue arsed flies
raidin' my food, nothin’ more!’ he panted, face
flaming. 'Now I'm interviewin' pilgrims with
touchin' stories for our readers, who kiss more
horses than men!' His features indicated an
imminent meltdown, attracting unwanted stares
from people at the next tables.
'Hmm, poor you!' She tugged a red floppy bucket
hat down to her ears. 'Maybe you should have
stayed in the army.' She stood and looked down at
him, her jaw taut.
'I would have...' He stopped. 'Forget it.' He
grabbed his cup like a glass and swallowed it in one.
'I don't need friggin' sympathy.'
'None intended, Mr Brady. Your ego is big enough
to survive my disrespect for people like yourself.'
She twisted on her heel and left.
Dan watched her leave. He took his seat, cracked
his knuckles and checked his tea cup. Empty. He
searched the table top as the waiter came with his
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bill.
'Fuck!' Dan bounced to his feet. 'Fuck!' People
stared, but avoided his eyes. His fists clenched into
hammers. He rushed the door.
‘Grab that bitch!’ he yelled. The waiter called after
him. Dan stopped in the doorway and glared across
the plaza. Ms Jane Friggin' Downer was invisible
among the jazzy gala of pilgrims.
Two waiters with egg shell expressions, one
waving a bill, appeared either side of him.
'She's taken my fuckin' SSDs!' He pointed at the
column of pilgrims. 'Get the fuckin' police!'
‘Ten Euro, Señor.'
'She stole my data!'
‘Ten Euro, Señor.'
‘Get the fuckin’ police!’ he roared.
‘Ten Euros, Señor.’
‘Can’t you fuckin’ say anything else?’ he
bellowed.
‘Ten Euros, Señor.'
‘Can’t you say anything else!’
‘Ten Euros, Señor.'
‘Shit!' Dan's hand dived inside his jacket in a
rapid shoulder holster draw. He thrust a crumpled
red note at them. ‘An’ keep the friggin’ change!'
'There is no change, Señor.' one said as they
melted away.
'God! Now I’ll lose everything!’ His eyes were
desperate.
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